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Police seek warrants in rally melee
By Brian Hoey
Univesity Police are seeking
warrants for the arrest of two men,
one identified as an SJSU student, in
connection with an anti-Bakke
demonstration yesterday in Tower
Hall.
Rick Desimone, an SJSU social
science major belonging to the
Revolutionary Student Brigade, has
been accused of illegal possession of
a state key, according to police chief
Earnest Quinton, plus additional
charges that Quinton refused to
disclose.
The other individual, whom
Quinton also declined to identify, is
charged with throwing a placard at
technical service officer Larry

James.
The charges stern from an incident on the second floor of Tower
Hall in which a key was used to open
doors leading to SJSU President
John Bunzel’s office while a group of
heated protestors jammed the
stairwell.
The demonstration followed a
noontime RSB-sponsored rally in the
S.U.Amphitheater marking a
statewide Armband Day drawing
attention to the first day of U.S.
Supreme Court hearings on the
California Supreme Cort’s Bakke
decision.
After campus organization
speakers had concluded, about half
of the 300 persons attending joined in

a march on Bunzel’s office in Tower
Hall.
Marching in the largest antiBakke procession yet at SJSU, the
protestors chanted their way to the
foot of Towe Hall before stopping for
a brief pep talk by RSB
spokesperson Sharon Yuki.
Shouting, "Let’s go get him,"
she led the banner-waving throng up
the stairs, where they found the
doors leading to Bunzel’s office
locked.
Virtually all RSB mrches end
right here, but this time was different.
Amid cries of "He’s got a key",
the door was unlocked by an
unidentified person.

11.
SJSU President John Bunzel talk, to student..

Immediately visible after a
dozen grasping hands had yanked
the door open were university police
officers Bill Correll and Larry
James struggling to keep it shut.
A melee ensued in which the
officers wrestled for control while
protestors tried to break through.
In the midst of the pounding and
kicking on the door while officers
shoved students away, one mart
threw a sign used in the rally at
James.
After about five minutes the din
died down enough for Correll to
inform the crowd that arrests would
be made unless they dispersed
within 10 minutes.
His announcement was met with
hoots and catcalls from the group on
the stairs while those by the door
shouted obscenities.
When Quinton, who had trailed
the marchers across campus, made
his way up the stairs, one woman
yelled, "Hey, they’ve got a pig up
here."
Chanting "We’ll be back!", the
crowd marched downstairs, where
about 100 remained by the entrance
to the tower to decide whether or not
to stage a sit-in.
Yuki asked loudly, "How many
people want to sit-in?," a question
met with cheers by the group.
we’re doing is
"What
establishing a precedent here," she
said. "If we’re going to go through
with it, we have to organize. Get
people to get food, get drinks and
everything else. Also, we need a
couple of spokespeople for the press.
This is a statement, and we want
people to know about it."
Carlos Malbonado, a graduate
student in Mexican -American
studies, said, "The only reason that!
was able to get in here was through
special admissions programs. If
that’s the only way I got in, think
about all But others who c n’t.
There’s a lot of, smart mlnoia out
there, and they need these progi’ams
to get in."
(Continued on page 3)

Resignation request tabled

Council challenges Bunzel
By Linda Zavoral
The A.S. Council yesterday tabled a
resolution eating for the resignation of. SJSU
President John Bunzel pending Bunzel’s answers
to the charges.
The resolution charged Bunzel with inaction
on the parking problem, contributing to low
faculty and student morale and failing to attend
meetings on campus issues.
It states that Bunzel, "in failing to fulfill the
legal responsibilities of his office, has lost trust,
respect and ability to deal with univesity
problems, and should therefore resign from the
office of President of SJSU."
Bunzel was unavailable for comment last
night.
Both the request for Bunzel’s resignation
and the motion to table the resolution were introduced by Councilmen Joe Trippi, Kevin
Johnson and Mitch Chambers.
The motion to table said "it is our hope that
Dr. Bunzel can and will respond to meet the real
needs of the univesity community. ..fair play
demands that Dr. Bunzel be given an opportunity

to answer these articles."
Students, faculty and community membes
are requested by the resolution to submit
comments on Bunzel’s performance as president
to the AS. office.
"Someone’s got to go out on a limb
sometime," Johnson said. "We felt it was such a
solid argument that we had to present it.
"I expect a grand scale debate in which he
most likely has the upper hand or I expect him to
ignore it totally. I don’t expect retaliation. It just
wouldn’t fit with his personality."
"I hope he’ll talk it out," Trippi said. "We
want to get feedback. We want to her from him."
"If he ignores it," Johnson said, "he’s
ignoring the student body."
Eighteen council membes voted to table the
motion. Councilman Michael Jackson was the
lone dissenting vote.
"If you’re going to ask for somebody’s
resignation," he said, "you don’t ask them. You
either do it or you don’t."
Councilman Rick Howe was absent for the
vote.
Charges leveled against Bunzel in the

resolution include:
his "disregard for departmental autonomy.’ ’
his "inaction on the parking problem."
his "lack of initiative in meeting studer.
needs for leadership, trust and involvement."
his "heavy-handed promotion policies."
his "refusing to transfer the Student Union
lease to the AS."
his "irregular attendance of Academic
Senate meetings."
his vetoing of "key Academic Senate
legislation regarding retention, promotion and
tenure."
he "has caused a serious deterioration in the
relationship between SJSU and the City of San
Jose.. this deterioration has caused alienation of
the nearby residential community."
The resolution also charges Bunzel with
failing to attend a meeting of the San Jose City
Council on Dec. 11, 1975 at which the Campus
Comunity Task Force made a presentation, even
though he was invited by Maur Janet Gray
Hayes and then-AS. President John Rico.

-

Officials: campus too dark
By H. Kim l,ew
Three campus officials took a
late-night campus tour Monday to
seek out the dangerous areas of
campus.
University Police Lt. Maurice
Jones, head of the night crew for
campus security and Director of
Buildings and Grounds Robert
Bosanko cruised with A.S. President
Steve Wright in a university patrol
car, seeking dark areas and burntout lamps.
They found at least 15 burnt-out
bulbs, and areas that were totally
dark because of the absence of
lighting, or lamps obscured by
overgrown shrubbery and trees,

WEATHER

Continued mostly fair with some
high clouds. Highs in the low-80s,
Reduced
lows in the mid-50s.
visibility due to smoke and haze.
Winds light and variable.

according to Wright.
The primary object of the tour
was to discover where the dark spots
were, and what could be done about
them. Several stood out as sore
thumbs, according to Wright. They
were:
The reserved parking lot next to
the Administration Building, and
pathway running past the Reserve
Book Room. Wright said that
Bosanko plans to leave the ground
floor lights of the Administration
Building on until 10 p.m. every night,
and that this should significantly
increase available light.
Another dark area found by the
trio was the faculty reserve parking
lot behind the Afro-American
Studies building at the corner of
Fourth and San Carlos streets. Here
there is only one light bulb for the
entire lot. To remedy this, the
university may extend the light
outlet to the top of the Social Science

Building, and install three flood
lamps to blanket the area.
Most other areas veiled in
shadows were dark due to burnt-out
bulbs, Wright said. Two examples he
cited were the volleyball/basketball
court area behind New College on
Seventh Street, and a pathway near
the chapel and the Old Science
Building.
Wright said that the university
will immediately start to work on
the darkness-enshrouded campus.
Although pruning trees seems a
bit removed from the issue, Wright
said that overhanging trees "gobble
up lights," and reduce the effectiveness of operational lighting.
Wright said the three also
discussed the possibility of using
patrol dogs with officers, and hotline phones (toll free) to the
University Police strategically
located around campus.
The problem with both is finding

a place for them in the university’s
budget, Wright said.
Police dogs might make a
significant difference in the
deterring of crime, according to
Wright, more than simply having
additional patrolling police.
all
speak
dogs
"Police
languages," he said. "If you send a
to
he’s
going
dog into some bushes
flush some stuff out that a cop with a
flashlight won’t."
The six additional CSUC police
transferred to the campus will start
patrolling tonight, Wright said. The
Hayward, Los Angeles and Long
Beach campuses are sending tu o
patrolmen.
Wright suggested that students
on campus late at night carry their
IDs, because the University Police
will be looking for stray nonstudents walking through the
campus and will stop all persons.

Bunzel discusses rape
SJSU President John Bunzel
held a press conference with
members of the university media
yesterday, fielding questions on
rising crime at SJSU, the possible
impact of a Supreme Court decision
on San Jose’s parking ban and the

Bakke "reverse discrimination"
case
also pending before U.S.
Supreme Court.
Tomorrow there will be a story
detailing Bunzel’s comments and
observations in the Spartan Daily.

Enrollment up;
more faculty
will be added
The increase in enrollment this
fall will mean "somewhere in the
region" of 35 new faculty positions
for the 1978-79 school year, according to Dean of Academic
Planning John Foote.
A record 28,349 students are
enrolled at SJSU this semester.
This increase won’t be reflected
in the funding for next semester,
Foote said, unless the California
State University and Colleges
system as a whole is underbudgeted
by more than two percent due to
increased enrollment.
"All indications," Foote said,
"are that the system will not be over
the two percent."
Enrollment figures have not
been turned in by all CSUC schools.
Budget allocations are derived
from the full-time equivalent (FTE
figure, which is the total number of
units taken by the student body
divided by 15, the average student
load.
The annual FTE figure is 19,836.
Projected FTE, upon which the 197778 budget was based, was 19,200.
The problem is there "has to be
a pot from which to draw the funds,"
Foote said.
He attributes the rise in
enrollment to recruitment.
"Perhaps we’ve been informing

people more" about the problems
here, he said.
Deputy Director of Admissions
P. Scott Anderson concurs.
"We reached more students in
the community," he said. "They
submitted applications and they
showed up."
Anderson said the Office of
Relations with Schools and Colleges,
which coordinates information
programs for high schools and
junior colleges around the state, is
responsible for the increased
communication.
The number of students new to
SJSU this semester-10,577is up 13
percent from last year. Returning
students numbered 17,772, an increase of four percent over last
year.
According to Anderson, more
students probably decided to attend
SJSU because they were already
scheduled in classes through
computer advance registration.
Future enrollment is difficult to
predict, Foote said, but it "won’t be
very long before we start the trend
downward."
The enrollment breakdown into
departments and grade levels hasn’t
been completed yet, but Foote said
the increase is "mostly in the lower
division."

City funds campus security
The San Jose City Council voted
unanimously Tuesday to allocate
funds for 15 security guards for the
SJSU campus.
Funding for the positions will
come from the federal Comprehensive
Employment and
Training Act CETA I.
The city receives 500 CETA
"slots" each year which are entrylevel positions with salaries of
$10,000 per year. It is up to the city
to fill these slots.
When the security personnel will
be put on the campus cannot be
determined, according to Assistant
City Manager Franklin Knofler,

until contractua; arrangements with
the university can be worked out.
Police officers may be moved
into these positions Knofler said, if
the university is willing to augment
the $10,000 salaries.
The proposal to look into the
availability of CETA funds to
provide security was made by
Councilman Al Garza last week
when A.S. President Steve Wright
addressed the council about the
increase of campus crime.
Garza had estimated that only
80 percent of San Jose’s CETA
allotment was being utilized, leaving
positions that could be used for the
university.
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You do not take a person who for years has been hobbled by chains and liberate him, bring him up the starting
line of a race and say ’You are free to compete with all the
others’ and still believe you have been completely fair."
Lyndon Baines Johnson launching the federal affirmative action program in 190.
President Johnson’s initial logic for minority advancement has recently come under attack in the case of UC
Regents vs. Allan Bakke. The matter is now in the hands of
the U.S. Supreme Court.
Johnson’s statement, a sad yet accurate commentary on
this country’s racial situation, is still valid today. Racism in
America is institutionalized.
Affirmative action and the intent of the UC Davis
preferential admissions policy are absolutely necessary to
counter this historic wrong.
They are needed because the future upward mobility of
minorities hinge on them. Without such programs, this nation
could degenerate into a strife-torn and divided societya
prospect that Johnson, Martin Luther King and others
worked hard to avoid.
Strict quota systems based solely on race may be ruled
unconstitutional and discriminatory.
However, the Court should realize that the UC Davis
policy was originally intended to encompass all economically
disadvantaged persons.
The poorly managed UC Davis program should not be
used as an excuse to eliminate all affirmative action
programs. The Court should instead force the university to
carry -out its admission policy as was initially intended.
Statistics overwhelmingly illustrate that the exclusion of
minorities from status positions is directly correlated to
inadequate health care and the lack of other public services
for affected groups.
Such culturally-fostered racism is as sharply defined as
the differences between East San Jose and Saratoga. It is
further evidenced by the deplorable ratio of minorities to
whites in politics, business, higher education and the upper
echelons of society.
We hope the nation’s highest court will carefully weigh
these conditions and provide for a continuation of strong
affirmative action programs in its Bakke ruling.
Special admissions policies are on the line and with them
is the opportunity for a better, more humane existence for
poor people in this country.
We urge the Supreme Court to overturn the Bakke
decision of the California courts.

Council, Nazis
The San Jose City Council has found the error of its ways.
Last week, the council, in the name of morality, set a
dangerous precedent by revoking a permit allowing a Nazi
group to rally in St. James Park pending information on the
use of public facilities by "potentially violent" groups.
Three days later, the decision was reversed.
Potential violence was not the issue in this case. Two
absolute rights
freedom of speech and freedom of
assembly were.
Any gathering of people holds the potential for violence
as is evident by many of the anti-war and civil rights marches of the 1960s.
That the beliefs of this white supremacist organization
are repugnant can’t be argued.
We agree with Councilman Larry Pegram, however, who
voted against revoking the permit. Pegram said "their
positions don’t stand up under intellectual scrutiny."
This is precisely why these views should be out in the
open.
The lack of support behind the Nazi group was obvious.
Thirteen persons spoke against the rally at the first council
meeting and only one in favor of it.
Constitutionally-guaranteed freedoms can not be
abrogated merely because a group reprsenting a minority
viewpoint is opposed by a more vocal majority.
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America: The land of true free speech

Nazis at St. James Park
violent protestors. While others
surged against the police barricades
in an attempt to besiege Nazi Leader
Allan Vincent and his cohorts, she
stood back, straining to hear Vincent’s words.
"I’m not the only one in my
neighborhood who feels this way,"
confided the woman, a resident of
Fremont. "I have many friends who
feel the same way."

By Jan Greben
Who are these children
Who scheme and run wild
Who speak with their wings
And the way that they smile
What are the secrets
They trace in the sky
And why do you tremble
Each time they rode by
Donald Faban and Walter Becker
"I’m very concerned about how
much power Jews have," the
middle-aged woman said quietly to
me amid the turmoil at St. James
Park on Saturday.

Jon Greben is a Spartan Doily
slot, writer

"In all the reading I’ve done,
I’ve seen that they run newspapers,
run television stations, and are
always pushing their philosophies on
us. I’m sick of it and I believe in
using any force necessary to get rid
of them. That’s why I’m attracted to
the Nazi movement," she said.
The woman, and her husband,
were a distinct minority in a crowd
of some 1,000 persons who spent an
Indian Summer afternoon watching
eight Nazis in full regalia pushing
their "White Power" beliefs.
She was quiet and nondescript
among the angry and occasionally

She was disturbed thai
protestors would not let Vincent be
heard.
"Everyone should have a right
to speak. This is terrible. These
leftist-pinkos preach free speech but
they won’t let us talk," she said.
The woman, who wouldn’t
disclose her name, noticed a leader
of the Communist Labor Party
staring intently at her.
Rattled, fearing the wrath of the
crowd, the woman departed hastily
with her husband, murmuring to
herself, "We’re far too outnumbered
here."

She was right.
The crowd, which included
many leftist groups, continually
drowned out Vincent, chanting such
slogans as, "Death to the fascists,
power to the people," and "Nazis get
out of town."
Dozens of eggs and some rocks
were tossed at the Nazis.
Intense bitterness permeated
the air, leading me to believe, in
contrast to the softness of the day,
there would soon be violence.
"The last time there was this
much hate in the park," exc"imed
one old-timer, "they hung three men
from that tree over there." He was
referring to lynchings which occurred 40 years ago.
Originally, I sided against the
crowd. I found myself agreeing with
the Nazi sympathizer that the
assemblage should have let the
Nazis speak. After all, I reasoned,
America is the land of true speech.
But, after thinking a bit more
and observing the passion of the
protestors, I came to a different
conclusion.
Who was Ito try and label raw
emotion? No law emphasizing free
speech could compensate for

mothers, fathers, brothers, or
sisters killed by the purges of
Nazism 30 years earlier.
The protestors displayed gut
feelings rarely evident in this laidback decade, the 70s. They were
fighting against what one spectator
called "the scum of mankind."
It is this fervent passion that no
amount of pure logic can explain.
While man’s ultimate goal is
oriented toward the pursuit of logic,
passion, as evidenced on Saturday,
open emotional display is as much a
necessity.
Otherwise, as pessimistic
soothsayers and science writers
predict, how will we tell the difference between a man and R2D2?
"I know that just gathering a
crowd and getting publicity is all the
Nazis want," said a woman. "But
you just can’t ignore them."
Very true. Also, for me, at least,
there was one more reason to
protest. The Nazis chose the Robert
F. Kennedy Memorial Forum, a
granite speaking slate, to express
their views. In the vicinity of
Arlington National Cemetery, there
must have been some dirt displaced
by an individual forcefully turning
over in his grave.

Letters to The Daily
Inadequate security
Editor:
I’m shocked to see that SJSU
does not have enough money to pay
for adequate police patrol of campus
in order to prevent the increasingly
brutal threat of rape and assault.
This is particularly shocking in light

of the fact that SJSU, out of the other
side of its mouth, is spending money
and accepting large grants from the
city and county to expand Spartan
Stadium for the benefit of football
and soccer fans and particularly the
San Jose Earthquakes soccer team,
an institution organized for profit.

County between them are appropriating $1.5 million over the
next five years to improve the
Stadium while both the campus
police and the San Jose police are
too understaffed to protect the
students of SJS.

Our priorities are disgustingly
disorganized when the City and

John Marshall Collins
Attorney at Law,
San Jose

CARTIER LEADINCr THE tSPAGLIS oLIT OF /1-IE VJILDER$J6S5
Editor:
The SJSU campus is now
acutely aware of its women students
safety in lieu of the recent rapes on
and around campus.
The campus security force
cannot guarantee the safety of
women coeds after dark.
The recent night escort
suggestion will be bogged down in
red tape for the proposed funding.
But why do escorts need to be
paid? We have fraternities on
campus. I’ve heard fraternities are
service organizations. Would they be
interested in providing escorts for
night-time coeds? Would the rest of
the men be interested? I would
volunteer to escort people on
Tuesday and Thursday nights. I
wouldn’t be inconvenienced by
staying after my night classes for a
couple of hours.
We turn away from our
problems these days. The idea of a
bureaucracy taking care of us isn’t a
good idea. This problem with rapes
can be solved most effectively by
students themselves. I think the
knowledge we are helping to
safeguard everyone on campus is
payment enough.
Rick Humphreys
Geology Undergraduate

Editor:
John C. Magano of the Urban
Ministry takes Police Chief Quinton

to task for labeling certain resident
insects and worms in the immediate
area of the campus as just what they
arethings that come out in the
night.
A kinder word might be
"scruffy."
But, whatever these
creatures are, their own conduct
casts serious doubts that they are in
any sense reformable.
They do not get the respect of
others because they have done
nothing observable anywhere at
anytime to merit that respect.
Ripoff artists and rapists and all
their ilk will get no nod of respect
from anyone who is capable of
reasoned judgementperiod!
The only thing deadlier than
these night creatures are the foe,
who would treat them in such a tiiir r
as to give them license to conduct
themselves as they do.
I think Chief Quinton could teach
EnglishThe word "infest" is very
accurate.
Edward J. Laurie
Professor

Kent State
Editor :
In regard to Mike Stahl’s letter
to The Daily, I believe a correction
to his Kent State analogy, although
his assertion is probably correct,
should be made. Stahl implies that
the victims at Kent State were
martyrs of the Vietnam War, when
in fact, only one of the four students
killed and the 13 injured was known
to be involved in the demonstration.
In addition, one of the students killed
was a member of the schools ROTC
program. If, as Mike says, these
students were trying to be heard,
what was this student trying to say?
Stephen Gallagher
Admin. of Justice
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Bakke rally

Workshop draws pedal pushers

from page 1)
In the middle of the discussion there was a commotion outside, and Bunzel calmly strolled through the
- door.
He was instantly blasted with questions, and held
his hand up for silence. When the noise level had
subsided, he proposed that the group move outside, a
motion which they laughingly rejected.
After calling for the crowd to "Let him have his
say," YUki asked, "Will you...meet us in a debate so
- that everyone can hear your views?"
People are fed up with listening to me. They want
to her from others. I have been covered by the
(Spartan) Daily. I think my views are well known on
campus."
He was also asked if he would sign a statement
saying that there would be no cutbacks in COP, affirmative action, or minority admissions programs.
1.
"I’m not gong to sign anything here, and I’m
certainly not going to make budgetary decisions
standing in the hall," he said.
"Why are you oppossed to minority admissions
programs?" Yuki asked.
"First of all, I’m not opposed to minority admissions programs," he said. "Look at the record of
this univesity in the past six to seven years. Our school
of social work is one of the best that we have.
"There have been no cutbacks in admissions
programs in terms of the administration. There is no
policy on this campus that prohibits any minority from
applying."
"You may not believe this," he said, "but 20 years
ago I argued for a federal (educational) program to
help handicapped persons. By handicapped I mean
blacks, poor people, minorities. Anyone who is
disadvantaged."

Special types
of admissions
’needed’ --Cox
WASHINGTON ( AP )-Former Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox yesterday told the Supreme Court that a
special admissions program at a University of California
medical school is needed to help minorities because "the
other alternatives suggested simply will not work."
.
In oral arguments in the case of Allan Paul Bakke,
Cox defended the so-called affirmative action program
used by the university’s med school at Davis. He said the
program aided minorities "long victimized by racial
discrimination."
At stake in Bakke’s case is the future of affirmative
action programs, begun in the last 15 years to give special
preference to minority members and woman in education
and business.
Bakke’s attorney, Reynold Colvin of San Francisco,
urged the justices to affirm the California Supreme Court
decision. Colvin argued that the Constitution’s guarantee
of "equal protection" for all citizens is violated when a
school takes into account an applicant’s race-making that
factor a "crucial" one."
"The use of race as a basis for admission to a medical
school, or for granting any other rights, is improper," he
argued.
Colvin appeared to displease at least one member of
the court, Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr., by devoting the
first 20 minutes of his allotted 45 minutes to reciting the
case’s facts.
"I’m here primarily to hear constitutional
arguments," Powell said in a gentle rebuke. "I would like
some help with the constitutional issues."
Colvin quickly complied, stressing that Bakke was
deprived admission to the medical school solely because
he is white-an automatic violation of the Constitution.

By Kathy Morrison
More than 200 bicycle enthusiasts, ranging from
racing veterans to daily commuters, participated in a
bicycle workshop Tuesday at the Art Quad.
Featuring talks, demonstrations and equipment
displays by local bike experts, the workshop was
coordinated by SJSU students Warren Linney and
Tony Mendoza and sponsored by the AS. Bike Shop.
Two petitions circulated at the workshop collected
close to 100 signatures each. One petition is directed to
the SJSU administration, requesting better bike
parking facilities, such as the lockers and racks
displayed at the workshop.
The second petition asks the San Jose City Council
to expand the bike lane system leading to campus from
outlying areas, and to improve the street cleaning and
sweeping of existing lanes.
Both petitions are still available in the AS. Bike
Shop on the third level of the Student Union.
Ellen Fletcher, bike activist and Palo Alto City
Councilwoman, appeared at the workshop and talked
of the need for bicyclists to organize in order to be
"treated fairly."
"Students should organize and go to the City
Council," she said. "Though they (the council members) are concerned, they don’t know what bicyclists
need."
Among the other activities at the workshop was a
demonstration of bicycle rollers by Chris Springer, the
U.S. National Junior Men’s (Bicycle Track champion.
Springer and Dale Sasso, from a local bike shop, drew
a large crowd as they rode their bicycles balanced only
on a set of three steel rollers.
The rollers, which are used for training, can also
be used for racing in off-weather seasons by attaching
a distance meter, according to Terry Shaw, also a local
bike and racing expert.
Shaw said it takes only half an hour or so to learn to
ride on the rollers, though the first three or four tries
can land the beginner on the ground.
"It’s like riding on ice," he said. "You really have to
concentrate on riding in a straight line.
"Now if Chris is good, he should be able to change
his shirt up there, and if he’s really good, he should be
able to change his shorts."

Chris Springer (left) and Terry Show
Later during the afternoon, Shaw discussed tips for
commuting by bicycle, especially coping with downtown traffic. He said students have the biggest bicycle
accident rate, mostly because they don’t follow the
basic traffic laws.
The biggest percentage of bike-car accidents (14
percent) are caused by the biker riding on the wrong
side of the road, Shaw said, while accidents caused by
a car going straight striking a bike traveling the
correct way are the lowest ( .5 percent).
He stressed that bicycles are considered vehicles
just as cars, trucks and buses are, and should be
operated as such.
Some of Shaw’s riding tips included:
Analyze your route before you ride. Check for lane
widths, blind or busy intersections, turn lanes and

.

students on campuses all across the
nation tomorrow.

Bunzel cancels forum
been an open discussion between
Bunzel and students.
The reason for cancellation,
Bunzel said, was because he felt
the World Series game would cut
student attendance of the
meeing.

SJSU President John Bunzel
cancelled the question -and answer session that was to have
been held last night in Washburn
Hall.
The meeting was to have
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organization will meet at 2
. p.m. today in the S.U.
The Shotokan Karate
Pacheco Room.
Club meets every Friday
and Monday at 3:30 p.m. in
The Portuguese-Brazi- Physical Education and
lian Club will meet at 12:30 Recreation, room 280.
p.m. tomorrow in the
Concerned
Black
Foreign
Language
Students, Faculty and Staff
Building, room 88.
are invited to a meeting in
Pulitzer Prize-winner the S.U. Guadalupe Room
and SJSU photojournalism at 5p.m. today.
graduate Len Cook is the
guest speaker at a meeting
The Career Planning
of the National Press and Placement Center will
Photographers Association hold mock interviews for
at 7 tonight in the Jour- graduating students and
nalism Building Con- job seekers from 1:30 to
ference Room. Bring your 3:30 p.m. today in room 2 of
best clip or print and 25 Building Q. The interviews
cents to enter in a contest’ are videotaped and played
back for observation and
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critique by participants.
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The Student Nurses
Association of California
will present a workshop at
3:30 p.m. today in room 303
of the Health Building.
Kathy Rose Pendlton,
chairperson of the
educational committee of
will
association,
the
discuss the reciprocity
survey and hiring practices
in the Santa Clara County.
Music students Carol
Smith, Carol Plana and
Alice Dahl will participate
in a student recital at 8:15
tonight in the SJSU Concert
Hall.

ACADEMIC SENATE OPERATING
COMMITEE

CAMPUS SECURITY
COMMITEE
(2 STLIdE NTS)
R vv tows the security needs of the campus with an
rnphasis on public safety, crime prevention, student
and community relations, and educational need,.
dealonq with security
Applications available at the Associated
Students, Third floor, Student Union.

ASTOR’S COIN-OP AUTO WASH

Gay ’blue jeans’ day returns
National Gay Blue Jeans Day is
scheduled to be celebrated by gay

;Student Union

Amphitheatre /

demonstrate bike rollers Tuesday.
other hazards.
Ride far enough from the curb to avoid debris and
storm drains (about three feeU and ride in a straight
line. Swerving and changing lanes frequently surprise
motorists and can cause accidents.
Wear bright clothing so you can be seen easily.
Boulevards are safer than side streets because of
the predictable traffic flow, so stick to them where
possible.
Keep both your bike and its "engine" in good
working order. Watch for frayed cables, under-inflated
tires, loose brakes and other potential problems.
Other activities at the workshop included a
demonstration by Sasso on the proper way to change a
flat tire, and a talk by local framebuilder William
Sampson.

732 S. 1st. Near Virginia
804 Lincoln Ave 3 blocks south of W. Son

This is the first such nationally
organized observation, and follows
previous year’s Blue Jeans Day,
informally recognized on many
campuses in the past.
Blue Jeans Day is being
organized by the National Gay Task
Force, based in New York, and is
being coordinated locally by the
SJSU chapter of the Gay Student
Union.
The purpose of the celebration,
according to a National Gay Task
Force newsletter, is to "show
heterosexuals wearing blue jeans"
the adverse treatment to which
homosexuals are often subjected.
No rally or meeting is scheduled
for the observance of the day.

WASH .75 - WAX .50 - VACUUM .25
Also serving RV’S, BOATS, BIKES,
TRUCKS AND MOTORS
Open 14 it

Within
Without

featu ring ’tkUtwer."
Tues. !hut 10-6
Wed. Fri 12-6
Saturday I

and
K M S
480 South Tenth Street
San Jose
2940629

Nair Design
Nair Analysis
Skin Care
Analysis
Ear Piercing

A Career In
Community Banking
Means More Than
A Steady Paycheck.

Fill up on food and fun
without biting into your budget.
Brass bed booths make it cozy.
Mounds of fabulous spaghetti and
ravioli make it yummy.
Service in a trolley makes it fun.
And low prices make it easy on the budget.
The Old Spaghetti Factory.

Nu
I
There’s nothing like it.
51 Nord San redo
HOURS hlen-Thun slOp 0 to ASat i-11 p m
Sun 1-10 p

slam 10111fa;

aro

English Placement
Test Advising
If your last name begins
with the letters

N thru R
TODAY

It ’means the feeling of personal
I Would Like To Do Something For
involvement that comes from work
The Community. But What Can The
Bank ofAmerica Do For Me?
ing with people. It means that
from
comes
We have a comprehensive training
satisfaction which only
knowing that your education is
program which we think is the finest
in the country. We can offer opporbeing used.. . to your own best
tunities in communities of all sizes
interests as well as those of the
community. By making your career
and compositions. Our employees
receive competitive life insurance
with us at the Bank of America,
and medical benefits, excellent
you can become the Community
educational opportunities, and
Banker.
many other advantages that come
Community Banking is our way
with working for the world’s leadif doing business. It is tangible
ing bank.
proof of our belief that a good bank
should help build a better comHow Can I Find Out More?
munity by providing services
Make an appointment to talk to your
necessary to the social and
Bank of America’s J. Gutierez Ri. discusses pi, vess of
small
financed
with
a
station,
service
new
Agustin Garcia’s
Bank of America campus recruiter
economic growth of that comloan
from
Bank
of
America.
business
Or contact: Deborah Castles.
munity. Through our branches we
Management Recruitment Dept. #3616, Bank of America.
have provided money for funding special arts projects,
financing new businesses and helping families to move into P.O. Box 37000, San Francisco, CA 94137:
Or Jim Cunningham, Management Recruitment Dept.
their own homes.
#4616, Bank of America, P.O. Box 3609, Terminal Annex.
Community Banking is proof that banks aren’t just good
for business; they’re essential to the health of the community. Los Angeles, CA 90051.

is the time to come for advising
on the English Placement test
you took August 6th

BANK OF AMERICA in
RXIAIIVITIPITM111,

Our
9,00 a.m.5:00 p.m.

F 107

Please bring your test results.

represent:it

e will

be on campus October 25 and 26.
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SPORTS
SJSU eyes 49ers, Freitas
By Gary Peterson
Although the Spartan football team has already
played five games this year, their real fight hasn’t begun.
What head coach Lynn Stiles is pointing for, now that
an undefeated season is a little out of the question, is
SJSU’s third consecutive PCAA championship.
Long Beach State will have a say in who the conference champ will be this year, and some have even
picked the 49ers to wrest the crown from the Spartans.
One thing’s for sure - they’ll never have a better
chance to help their cause than Saturday night, when
Stiles and his troops bring a 10-game win streak to
Anaheim Stadium.
"This is really an open race this year," Stiles said.
"Any one of four teams ( SJSU, Long Beach State, Fresno
State and Pacific) has a shot at it (the title).
"Right now I’d have to say Long Beach is the favorite.
They’re undefeated (3-0) overall, and they have the best
stets.
Some of the slats Stiles referred to show Long Beach
leading the conference in total offense, passing offense,
scoring and scoring defense.
They also have an outstanding quarterback in Jim
Freitas, a 6-2,190-pound junior.
Freitas currently leads the PCAA in total offense and
passing. He has hit on 60 or 101 passes for 745 yards and 12
scores, including an awesome seven TDs in one game
against Fullerton State.
"Freitas is capable of playing with anybody," Stiles
said. "He has a quick delivery, is a good athlete, runs well
and he’s got a great supporting cast."
And what he might do to a crippled SJSU secondary
doesn’t make for pleasant dreams.
Three of the four leading receivers in the PCAA are in
Freitas’ cast: fullback Chuck Benbow (13 catches), and
wide receivers Tony Maddocks (12) and Dennis Byrd (11).
If the names Freitas and Maddocks sound familiar,
it’s probably because Jim’s older brother, Jessie, quarterbacked at San Diego State a few years back, and
Maddocks’ brother Gary played wide receiver at SJSU
last year.
Benbow, in addition to leading the conference in
receiving, also leads in all-purpose running, and is second
in rushing and scoring.
Back at the race for the crown, Stiles says he doubts
any PCAA team can go through conference play undefeated, as SJSU did last year.
Maybe so, but it wouldn’t be advisable to lose this
game to find out.

Rakhshani concentrates
on football, not brother
By Gary Peterson
Every athlete, and
every sports writer for that
matter, loves to be in the
spotlight.
Freshman
quarterback Steve Rakhshani
was thrust into the
spotlight this week, but the
were
circumstances
something less than ideal.
All eyes turned Steve’s
way Monday when it was
announced his brother, Vic,
a Freshman-All-American
tight end last season, had
decided to leave SJSU.
"Of course this brings
up the question ’what about
his brother?’ " said SJSU
Athletic Director Bob
Murphy while making the
announcement Monday.
"Steve has indicated that
he wants to play at San
Jose."
Steve himself echoed
these sentiments after
practice Tuesday.

"I knew he was
thinking about it," he said.
"USC offered him a
scholarship, and he wanted
to think about that."
Dwayne O’Steen. latest in a long
line of Spartan injuries, recieves

Vic’s final decision
apparently has yet to be
made, however.

help after seperating a shoulder
Saturday.

As the gun sounds the
end, they file off the field
and the crowd leaves the
stands. Whether it’s a loss
or victory, it doesn’t
change the unique atmosphere of the sidelines.
There’s a certain risk
being on the sidelines. But
the excitement and confusion are worth it.

By Jill Jaufler
Football games are
reported from the
pressbox, a bird’s eye view
high above the 50-yard line.
What the coaches and
players see from the
sidelines is a whole different ballgame.
"What’d
you
say?...0kay, number 52
blitz. ..Come
on,
defense...punting team, get
ready..."

Murphy indicated Vic
would enroll in Golden
West Junior College in
Southern California, then
possibly transfer to USC
next fall.

So much is running
through a coach’s mind on
the sidelines. It doesn’t
matter if he’s the head
coach or any assistant.
There’s slot he has to keep
up with besides what’s
happening on the field.
One coach under the
headset is in constant
communication with a
coordinator up in the
spotter’s booth. He is
seeing what the team’s
doing and what’s been
working.

"Yeah, I heard what
you said...How’s that
sound ?...Coach, get the
defense ready..."
A coach trying to
locate a player amidst the
confusion is in for a hassle.
So much is happening at
once.
Tired players coming
off the field are wiping
dripping sweat from their
faces. They rush to the
water bin and gulp the
thirst quencher down their
parched throats.
Only the worn-out
offense is on the bench. The

"He’s enrolled in
Golden West," Steve said,
"but nothing’s definite yet.
He’s talked to the (SJSU)
alumni about getting a job
up here, and he might
enroll in a jaycee up here,
but nothing’s definite."

Gaston’s 76 in tourney
puts her in 2nd place

rest are lined up on the
sidelines like a firing squad
at attention.
"Come
D!!...Defense!"

on

Players are yelling
words of encouragement to
their teammates. They
Jump up and down excited
about a successful play.

on the bench. The trainer is
taping his injury, applying
ice. Photographers are
flashing his picture. He’s
wondering why he has to
get hurt to get so much
notice.
Teammates pass the
injured, slapping his back,
wishing him well. Some sit
by him. Most return to the
lines to view the action.

There is sudden worry
as a player is hurt. He’s
He’s trying to see the
helped off the field with his
coach to one side and the field. But his view is
blocked
by the padded
trainer to the other.
"Who
goes
out backs, .he large blue
now?...What next?"
The
worrying
substitute.
The
receives a

coaches are
about who to

msocneed Vuoinro

numbers on the jerseys of
his teammates. He wishes
he was okay so he could at
least see the game.
Frustration is on his face.
When there’s a fumble
or sack, there’s no need to
see what’s on the field.
Cursing erupts from the
mouths of the whole team;
players slamming their
helmets to the ground and
crumbling water-filled
paper cups.
"How’d that happen?...What
went
wrong?..."
Fro,jrnr,

PI
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To achieve a quality faculty capable of providing
for excellence in education and enrichment of
University community through commitment to
the active recruitment of a diverse faculty of
men end women.

Applications available at the Associated
Students, Third Floor, Student Union.

Oakland outfielder named
best rookie of the year
ST.
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Outfielders Mitchell Page
of the Oakland A’s and
Andre Dawson of the
Montreal Expos were

named major league
rookies of the year by the
Sporting News yesterday.
The 25-year-old Page,
who batted .307 and
slugged 21 homers

addressed that possibility.
"I hope he can keep an
open mind about coming
back to San Jose," head
coach Lynn Stiles said
Monday.
One assumes that
invitation still stands even
in the wake of Vic’s
comments made to San
Jose Mercury reporter Wes
Mathis, in which he
criticized Stiles’ practice
sessions as being too rough,
and partially attributed the
rash of injuries suffered by
the Spartans this season to
the rugged drills.
Vic’s injury, a torn
sheath in his left ankle, was
a result of an off-season
basketball game. He was
only able to participate in
two days of spring drills
and hasn’t seen any game
action this year. The ankle
was operated on three
weeks ago.
Steve has a problem of
his own to think about at
however,
this
point,
namely trying to get some
game experience.
behind
Playing
sophomore Ed Luther,
senior Jim Miller, and until

Steve Rokhshani
the continuity Ed (Luther)
had going."
"Sure I was disappointed I didn’t play,"
Steve said.
"I
was
prepared during practice
last week, but you can’t
take Ed out when he has
the hot hand."
As it turned out, Luther
was pulled in the fourth
quarter against the
Broncos with SJSU leading
37-14. Miller took over and
played the rest of the
game.
Stiles is preparing
Steve for action against
Long Beach, but both
concede that game conditions will have to be right
for him to see action.
"It depends on how Ed
is going," Steve said. "If he
goes good, there’s no sense
taking him out of the ggne.
But if he has problems.. I’d
like to get some playing
time this year."
And a chance to be in
the spotlight under mbre
favorable conditions.
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BAKMAS Flower Shop:

JUST 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
*
SHIM EY BAKMAS BOWDEN
San Jose, Calif.*
2.10th and Santa Clara Streets
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Special to The Daily
ALBUQUERQUE, NM.-SJSU’s Andrea Gaston shot
an excellent 76 to take second place in the opening round
of the Tucker Invitational golf tournament yesterday.
The Spartans as a team totaled 325 points and held a
fourth place position.
Arizona Univesity led the tourney with 320 points,
followed by Florida Univesity and Southern Methodist
University’s 322.
Florida’s Lori Garbacz established a course record
with a blistering 72. The old mark was 74.
Other Spatan scores were Lisa Goedecke and Lisa
Bakster, 81, and Tammy Snooks and Carol Conidi with
87s.
The 17-team and 87 player tournament continues
through Friday.
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hurt player
lot of attention
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he went out for the season
for knee surgery, freshman
Paul Catanese, Steve
hasn’t seen any game
action so far this season
either, although Stiles
intended to use him against
Santa Clara.
"I told all three
quarterbacks I intended to
use them," Stiles said.
"But you hate to interrupt

Lynn Stiles
"It (Vic’s leaving)
won’t affect me," he said.
"I can’t afford to let it
affect me."
Steve said he knew Vic
was contemplating the
move.

Grid coaches see from worm’s -eye

He
relays
his
suggestions down to the
headset coach, who’s busy
trying to catch the pacing
head coach, while keeping
his eye on the game.

Under NCAA rules, Vic
wouldn’t be able to play for
USC until this time next
season, after he had sat out
a full calendar year. As
Murphy put it, "He has the
opportunity to play the
most ball right here."
All parties concerned,
except Vic, say there’s a
chance he might still
return. Vic hasn’t directly

a challenging new career tor
college graduates
An intensive 12 week course offered
by the
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
in cooperation with the National
Center for Paralegal Training

Specialties offered in the following fields
Litigation
Corporations
Estates.
Trusts & Wills
& Real [slate

European Slacks
( reg. $19-23

Short Sleeve Shirts S4.95
Fancy’s
Knits

ABA Provisional Approval
Clinical Internship

Long Sleeve Shirts

For a free brochure pleas* send the following to:
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall
San Diego, CA 92110
Lawyer’s Assistant Program
(714) 291.6480 Ext. 247
ca19
Name

$9.95
$995

Western
1/2 OFF!
Prints
Hundreds to choose from!

Address
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The $1,000 question: Who’s to blame?
By Rich Freedman
A misunderstanding or outright lie?
Whatever the explanation, Jerry McClain will not
be pitching coach for the SJSU varsity baseball team
this year.
McClain, after a one year exodus from Santa Clara
University in which he helped the SJSU pitching staff
become one of the best in the league, will return to SCU
as a full-time coach.
The reason for McClain’s return to his alma mater
is relatively simple: money. McClain claims SJSU
Head Coach Gene Menges promised him $1,000 to be
paid at the conclusion of last season.
"I wouldn’t have coached this past year if I knew I
tyasn’t getting paid," McClain said from his Santa
Clara apartment. "I expected $1,000 at the end of the
year and he said he didn’t promise. It’s kind of upsetting."
Menges denied he owed McClain the money, but
did say the $1,000 was available a year before.
"I told him if he came over i from Santa Clara I two
years ago we had the money for him," Menges said.
"That’s the misunderstanding. He thought the: money
was available last season.
"What did Jerry expect’? Did he think I’d pay him
and not Sam Piraro, assistant coach)?" Menges asked.
Piraro refused to take sides on the issue.
When Gene says he’ll pay someone, he’ll pay,"
Piraro said. "And Jerry wouldn’t say something that
wasn’t so.
"I understand Jerry’s point of view," the veteran
coach added, "But I know nothing of any agreement he

Jerry McClain
Gene Menges
might have had with Gene. I think it was a misinterpretation."
Piraro said it was wrong to reveal the money
problems the pitching coach had with Menges.
"I won’t tell any players what I make, but if they
ask, I won’t lie," Piraro said. "I think it’s wrong when
a coach discusses contract with the players."
Despite their differences, Menges said there is no
hard feelings between he and Mc ClaM.
"We still talk," Menges said. "I saw him last week
and he seems to be enjoying himself.
"After all," Menges added, "We did get him a fulltime job there."

Soccer team’s morale still high
after disappointing USF defeat
By Mark Geyer
After suffering its first
loss since the season
opener 10 games ago, the
SJSU soccer team has no
reason to be ashamed of
falling victim to the
defending NCAA champs
from the University of San
Francisco Sunday at
Spartan Stadium,
"It’s no disgrace to

lose to a team like USF,"
said coach Julie Menendez
following the 3-1 defeat.
"They felt they really
put it together against us
for one of their better
outings of the season,"
added Menendez who has
faced the Dons at least
once a year for the past 24
seasons as SJSU’s soccer
coach.

Joe Silveira heads the ball from the Spartan net,
an almost certain USF goal. Fellow Spartan Sean
Keohone looks on.

Women swimmers
aim at Nationals
A small handful of
: -.dedicated local talent will
form the backbone of this
))ear’s women’s swim
Meam according to first,year coach Connie Roy.
;IC
Led by sophomore
N-Nbreaststroker
Eileen
%:
1:-ampbell,
freshman
t:tutterflyer Lisa Sperling
1"..jmd frosh diver Bobbie
..’:::fichipper, the SJSU women
.i..Z.tiope to send a small but
:’potent contingent to the
National Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women
NAIAW I

MARSAL’s
HOUSE OF

Championships at the
University of North
Carolina next March.
Roy, the wife of Cal
swimming and water polo
star Jeff Roy and a coach
at Santa Clara Swim Club,
replaced Jane Nichols as
the Spartan head coach.

That may not sound
like much of a feather in
the Spartan’s cap, but USE
had just returned from an
eastern tour on which they
faced five of the country’s
top 20 teams and were well
in tune for the pressureladen tilt.
AllTwo
time
American striker Andy
Atuegbu led the talented
Dons with two goals that
resembled Saturn V
rockets and was instrumental in the third
score.
"Andy told me after
the game that he was
personally as up for us as
he’d been all year," said
Menendez.
The veteran coach
suggested that USF has
always been one of the
nation’s better teams
because of a budget that
can afford top foreign
players and a schedule that
always includes excellent
competition.
This year’s Don squad
lists 16 foreign booters
which includes Ateugbu,
Tony Igwe, Alex Nwosu
and Anthony Gray, all of
whom play for their
country’s national teams.
the
Meanwhile,
Spartan booters come from
such far away places as
Pleasanton, San Francisco
and Santa Clara Valley
although Menendez is
flooded with letters every
year from foreign players
who wish to play at SJSU.
The local talent put up
a good fight for the first 35
minutes of the contest but
couldn’t expect to stave off
the fired -up Dons all day,
according to Menendez.
"The defense played
real hard and did an exceptional job. But Andy’s
goal right before halftime
(for a 1-1 tie) took a lot out
of them," he said.
The loss not only

8 postions open for male or
female to be an evening
guide. Must be clear for work
study.

has:

and

6:30 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.
Monday. Thursday

:1 24 E. Santa Clara St
,

between
3rd and 4th

Tomorrow Mark Geyer
reports on why the SJSU
soccer team doesn’t give
scholarships to foreign
players.

Ron Cey, Steve Yeager and
NEW YORK (AP)
Reggie Smith rocked a rusty Catfish Hunter for huge
home runs, and Burt Hooton’s baffling knuckle -curve held
the New York Yankees to five hits in a 6-1 Los Angeles
World Series win last night.
The Dodger victory, accomplished before 56,691
restless fans, evened the best-of-seven Series at one
apiece. Play continues tomorrow in Los Angeles.
Hunter, pitching for the first time in more than a
month, was walloped almost at will by the potent Dodger
attack. He lasted 2 1/3 innings and left trailing 5-0.
Yankee manager Billy Martin, operating with a
somewhat slim supply of healthy starting pitchers, had
taken a calculated risk starting Hunter, who had been
sidelined since Sept. 10.
Giving up homers were nothing new to Hunter. In only
143 1/3 innings this season, he surrendered 29 roundtrippers.
Steve Garvey provided L.A. with its only other run of
the evening, a solo homer in the ninth inning off relief ace
Sparky I yle.
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"Look at all these guys
out here," the veteran
coach said. "They want to
play baseball."
Menges added, "Jerry
got what he wanted. He did
a good job for us."
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"Jerry has always
been a Santa Clara man,"
Friar said.
Menges, in the process
of trying to eliminate some
of the 90-plus athletes out
for the varsity, said McClain’s exit will not affect
the morale of the team.
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I’ve ever had.
"Jerry showed me
what to do and corrected
my flaws," Fabro noted.
"I can’t blame him for
leaving."
Catcher-first baseman
David Quilici remarked,
"McClain was one of the
big reasons why I played
last season."
Head Coach Gene
Menges picked Steve Friar
as McClain’s replacement.
Friar was a standout
pitcher on the Spartan
team last season and was
signed as a free agent with
being
before
Texas
released.
Friar saw McClain’s
return to Santa Clara as
inevitable.
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The Spartan Bookstore
IN EXCLUSIVE ARRANGEMENT WITH

Josten’s
PRESENTS

A Two Day Sale * October 17 & 18

$10.00 Off
4C11
6 WEEK DELIVERY

2.75 per hour with
security background check
Supervised by Lt. Jones.

WAGES,

much more

A New Way To
SAVE MONEY

snapped an eight game
SJSU winning streak but
claimed four Spartan
players in injuries.
Ace defender Jerry
Bevans, suffering from a
badly sprained ankle, will
definitely miss Saturday’s
game against Chico State.
He sustained the injury
while attempting to block
an Atuegbu shot on goal,
which is similar to hitting
against Nolan Ryan with a
whiffle bat.

ON YOUR OFFICIAL SJSU COLLEGE RING

Levi’s Blue Jeans

’Shoes and Boots

Dodgers skin Catfish,
coast to 6-1 victory

By Rich Freedman
Jerry McClain may be
gone, but he’s far from
forgotten.
The 30-year-old pitching coach, after one
season with SJSU, returned
to Santa Clara University
to take over the same
responsibilities.
The pitchers McClain
coached to a remarkable
2.95 team earned run
average are disappointed,
to say the least, of his
departure.
"I had more than a
player-coach relationship
with Jerry," said outspoken Alan Bailey. "To
tell you what kind of guy he
is, I was having troubles
last year and there was a
chance Jerry would coach
in Alaska. He offered me
his apartment and use of
his car.
"We also golf ed a lot
together," Baily added.
Bailey, rarely at a loss
for words, continued his
praise for McClain.
"It’s a loss, no doubt
about it," he said. "No way
we’d be as successful last
year without him," Bailey
surmised.
"Jerry busted his ass
and didn’t get a thing."
Control specialist
Mark Fabro also lauded
McClain.
"He helped me immensely," Fabro said.
"He was the best coach

EVENING GUIDES

HOURS:

Backpack’s

What McClain and Piraro earned last season
wouldn’t buy a wad of chewing tobacco, much less the
week’s groceries.
Working with a modest budget of $8,000, Menges
said he was unable to pay both McClain and assistant
Piraro.
Menges said the baseball program’s paultry
allotment from the athletic department will be improved this year so Piraro will probably get paid.
"( Athletic Director) Bob Murphy is very much for
the program," Menges said. "We’ll be getting more
help this season."
McClain worked at Alpha Beta supermarket
during the season while Piraro was employed during
the summer at a San Jose cannery.
Menges, a former SJSU football player and coach,
is a physical education instructor in addition to his
duties as head baseball coach.
"I would have loved to stay at San Jose," McClain
said. "But the money’s not there. I thought Menges
would get the money from someplace."
McClain mailed a letter to Santa Clara Head Coach
Sal Taormina and noted, "You get the bucks and I’ll
come back.
"He said he’d go to the alumni and get the money
and he did," McClain said.
V/ill it be strange seeing the Spartans from the
other dugout?
"Hell yeah," he said. "I’ll be rooting for Santa
Clara, but San Jose players will be my friends after the
game.
"At least," he said softly, "I hope so."

IN THE BOOKSTORE...

SURPLUS

’Levi’s Cords

Players speak out on
coach’s resignation

CONTACT: Don Dushane
Dean of Student Services
Administration Bldg. 242
277-2191

*HOURS 9:30 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
*ORDER NOW FOR GRADUATION
’ORDER NOW FOR THE BIGGEST SAVINGS OF THE YEAR
’ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

kr.7Spottan
’kali/tow
San Jose State University

2,6s,k)
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-porno theater goes ’straight’
’Ex
nfcahhnypc
By Jan Greben
Picture, if you will, a
lady of the evening attempting to go straight by
working at a "respectable"
job. Then you might understand the predicament
of the Burbank Vitaphone
Theatre.

By Carol Sarasohn
California may be known as a state of sun worshippers,
but still it was a funny sight yesterday when a half dozen
bongo beaters flailed away at their drums 10 feet from
where students were observing the eclipse.
Vince Camagna, a physics technician, and Jim
Burrell, a part-time astronomy instructor thoughtfully
dragged out a telescope so that students could see the
partial exlipse.
"Naw, we’re not praying for the sun to return," Kirby
McKay, one of the musicians said. "It’s just a coincidence
that both groups are here at the same time. We’re
protesting the Bakke decision."
Personally, I prefer the first explanation.

Don’t Bug Me: Lilly Naku, a clerical worker at the career
planning and placement center, has a cure for what bugs
your house plants: wash them with rubbing alcohol or
Foapy water.
Spider mites and mealy bugs don’t the names sound
like comic book characters? ) are usually the culprits
when plants start to die, Lilly said, and the above mentioned remedies will usually bring your leafy friends back
to life.
Note: I tried cleaning my plants with rubbing alcohol and
they began to giggle. I think it’s time for a trip to my
psychiatrist.

Speaking of plants, Dr. Carl W. Sharsmith, director
emeritus of the herbarium, and an expert on alpine plants,
has had a new strain of alpine plant named after him, it
was announced at the dedication ceremony of the herbarium last week.
Dr. John Bunzel, present for the ceremony, and
refusing to be upstaged, announced that a new plant has
been named after him also. The name of the plant? Lowus
Moralis.
Tying the Knot: Congratulations are in order for Michelle
of
Stork who finally landed her fish or rather beau
eight years Sam Jones. Michelle, who works in the
Spartan Shops, and Sam have been a duo since their
Pioneer High School days. The wedding date has not been
set.
This item would have been a lot cuter if Michelle
Jones was marrying Sam Stork. When their first chld is
born the announcements could read "The Storks are
happy to..."
Shades of Bakke: "There are hundreds of student job
openings," according to Helen Olson, career planning and
placement secretary. "However," she said, "every other
opening is for minorities and women. We especially need
bilingual students."
I speak double talk. I wonder if that qualifies me as
bilingual’

You see, this movie
theater, located at the
intersection of Bascom
Ave. and Highway 280,
showed porno movies for
six years up until last
February.
Then,
a
mildmannered, middle-aged
couple, Pat and Vi Moore,
bought the theater, and
changed the movie format
to fit a more general

audience.
The problem, according to Jeff Mullins, an
employee of the theater, is
that the public still thinks
the Burbank shows X raters.
Instead, movies emphasizing a certain theme
are now the attraction of
the theater. Often it is not
the quality of the film that
counts but how camp it is, a
la "Reefer Madness."
For example, last
weekend was science fiction week. The bill included such critically acclaimed flicks as "This
Island Earth" and "Attack
of the Saucer People."
weekend,
This

Slapstick comedy
in third y ear run
By Geene Rees
The play "Bullshot
Crummond" is the target
for humor, wit, comedy
and frivolity in San
Francisco.
In its third year,
"Bullshot Crummond," at
the Hippodrome Theater in
&.7i Francisco pulls out all
the stops for a good time.
With a cast of four and
the "supporting cast"
Mark Blankfield, who
plays seven parts), the twoact play slides along
ingeniously.
The plot centers
around Captain Hugh
"Bullshot" Crummond,
played by Joe Spano.
Crununond is an ex -officer
of His majesty’s Royal
Loamshires, who seeks to
find Professor Robert
played by
Fenton
Blankfield ) who has been
kidnapped by two Germans.
Even though the plot is
simple, the comedy is crisp
and punchy in some parts.
A lot of the humor
stems from slapstick
comedy, and as the cast
repeats the motions over
and over the funnier it
becomes.
The set was designed
by Shop II of New York and
allows the audiences’

imagination to visualize
open fields,scientific
laboratories, tea rooms
and steep cliffs, with only
two fake fronts.
Clever
lighting
projects airplanes. flying
through mid air with only a
handful of props.
The cast is strong and
proves it by some actors
playing more than just one
part.
Raymond Wood
offers a farcicle performance of a German
soldier, who is the second
most dangerous man in
Eurpoe.
His mistress, Patrticia
Vaughan is a character you
can laugh at one minute
and hate the next. And her
ability to make her pet
eagle go mad at the flick of
her wrist is amusing.
Miss
Rosemary
Fenton, played by Brandeis Kemp, completes the
live show as Professor
Fenton’s daughter. Miss
Rosemary falls in love with
Bullshot "Crummond"
with her dainty and life like
lisp.
Bullshot Crummond
has continuous run with
matinees on Wednesday,
weekend and weeknight
performances.
Ticekts are $7.

customers can participate
in a shark attack
screaming contest, which
kicks off the festivities for
"Monster Week."
There will be a male, a
female and a couples
division for those willing to

scream on stage. Other
customers will be given
ear-plugs upon request.
Additionally, perhaps
to get everybody in the
mood, "Jaws" will be one
of the movies shown.
In the near future, bills

will include "Ben Hur" and
"The Maltese Falcon."
The theater’s interior
design is unique in comparison to the sterile architecture of recently built
movie houses. Constructed
some 25 years ago, it

features a circular water
fountain adjacent to the
front entrance and comfortable chairs and couches

that must have been stylish
in the 1940’s.

WHAT’S HAPPENING
Music
Shakti featuring John
McLaughlin will perform
tonight at 8 at the Berkeley
Community Theatre on
Allston and Grove streets.
Gary Burton, a vibraphone
virtuoso, will open the
show.
Algeria, a Latin Salsa
band, will perform at noon
tomorrow at the Paseo de
San Antonio between First
and Seccond streets.
Kalapana,

Hawaii’s

Twelve-string guitarist
Leo Kotte will be in concert
at 8 p.m. Saturday at Flint
Center on the Foothill
campus. Comedians Skiles
and Henderson will open
the show. Foothill is
located at 12345 El Monte
Road, Los Altos.

Organist Wilma Jensen
will give a recital at 8:15
p.m. tomorrow at the First
United Methodist Church
on Hamilton and Webster
streets in Palo Alto. On
Saturday Jensen will
conduct an organ workshop
in the sanctuary of the
church.

South Bay favorite
Hush will headline a
concert at 8 p.m. Saturday
at the Saratoga Community Center on Kuito
Rd., Saratoga. Cold Still
and Hit and Run will open
the show.

Leo Kottke
current top rock group, will
play at 8 p.m. tomorrow at
the Berkeley Community
Theater on Allston and
Grove streets in Berkeley.
San Jose’s Doobie
Bros. will headline a
concert at 8 p.m. tomorrow
at the Cow Palace in San
Francisco. Mann based
Pablo Cruise will open the
show. The Cow Palace is
located on Geneva and Rio
Verde Rds.

in Santa Clara. Both bands
are contemporary rock
flavored.

Theater
Actors
California
Theater presents "Henry
IV" Tuesdays through
Sundays at Old Town
Theater in Los Gatos.
times
Performance
Tuesday through Friday is
8 p.m., Saturday at 8:30
p.m. and selected matinees
on Wednesdays, Saturdays
and Sundays. "Henry V"
will start running in
repertory with "Henry IV"
on October 21 and run
through November 27.
The second half of
"Sam’s Boys" will be
presented on radio station
ICSFO when the salute to
San Jose drama series

plays
Nimbus
tomorrow and Pokerface
Saturday at the Wooden
Nickel at 2505 The Alameda

"Novelties" closes its
run at the Univesity
Theater this weekend.
Performances
are
scheduled at 8 tonight
through Saturday with a
matinee today at 2:30 p.m.

Events
Tryouts for a new
series of experimental
television musicals to be
produced by the television
drama areas of the Theater
Arts Department will be
held at 7 o.m. Thursday
and 3 p.m. Friday in the
television studio of the
Speech
and
Drama
building.
The
first
televisio musical centers
on the life of Betsy Ross.

An arts information
conference will be held
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday at the
San Jose Civic Center in
the City Hall building at 801
First St.

Bruce and Lynette
Mello will present an
evening uf tuellow music at
8 p.m. Saturday at the
Montgomery Theater on W.
San Carlos St.
Skycreek will perform
tomorrow and Saturday at
the Bodega in Campbell at
30 S. Central Ave. Skycreek
specializes in country
flavored rock.

at 533 Pacific Ave. in San
Francisco. Performances
are scheduled at 8:30 p.m.
Tuesdays through Fridays,
7 and 10 p.m. on Saturdays
and 7:30p.m. on Sundays.

Edo de Woof- f
continues at 10 p.m.
Saturday.
Jules Feiffer’s
witty
comedy "Hold Me" continues an indefinite run at
the Little Fox Theater o

The San Francisco
Symphony Forum is offering
Bay
Area
collegestudents discounts
of up to 69 percent on
season tickets to the
Wednesday evening series.
A Forum representative
will be on Bay Area
campuses in the near
future.

5155
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RAINBOW LADY
OPEN 1 1 AM to 7 PM

DELICIOUS FOOD AgEqg

IOD S Second St
at San Fernando

VITAPI1011E

San Jose Co
279 9096

HELD OVER.

2ND WEEK
"REMARKABLE AND MEMORABLE."
Judah Cosi Saturday Review

little fox theatre

INFORMAL DINING

533 pacific avenue
ion/rand/co

"A QUITE PERFECT FILM."

398-2707

Good times, and more good times
for your good weekend in the

Good TimEs GuidE
....
THE
SPARTAN
PUB
1101AIS:M0N.-THURS.11 I
Fri. 11-5:30
Tonight: Poor Howard
litPPY HOUR
Blues 61. Ragtime
’HON.-THURS. 4-6
S:00-10:30
FRI. 11-3

BLACK

VRIOD,
COLOR

FAMILY RESTARAUNT
BREAKFAST * LUNCH * DINNER
Open

6:00

A.M. to 1230 A.M.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Open

11:0))

A.M. to 2:00 A.M.

ARABIAN NIGHT
BELLY DANCERS
AND
ARABIC MUSIC
EVERY WED. 9:00 P.M. -1:30 A.M.

PIANIST
EVERY FRI. AND SAT, NIGHT
293-2920
12th and SANTA CLARA ST,

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER
Best Foreign Film of The Year
onn1,[1.0.,
Wololl n
on.I *"’
Cabe 5.../IN mon
N
MAAS
U05 (.
44,lv P.,.§.nrEm
Co1.
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Nightly

at 740:0:45 (and 10:30 Fri and Sat.)
41 N. Santa Cruz Av. Las Gatos 354-0965
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’Serious scholar’

CLASSIFIEDS

Former chair
Lassen dies
Andrew Lassen, retired chairman of
the Econirnics and Geography Department who taught at SJSU for more than 17
years, died last Wednesday. He was 82.
Lassen, who retired in 1963, died in a
San Jose convalescent hospital after an
illness.
Geography Department Chairman
=1; Richard Ellefsen was both a student and
’s§ colleague of Lassen.
He remembers Lassen as a "very
serious scholar, deeply interested in his
work.
"He was a scholar in the traditional,
old world sense. He was a thorough
researcher."
History Department Chairman
Charles Burdick recalled that Lassen was
a "concerned, involved teacher."
A one-time student of Lassen’s,
Burdick said Lassen was "patient and
tolerant of a very, very green undergraduate.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

He was a professional and a gentleman, and there are only a handful of
people in the academic world who merit
that."
A native of Denmark, Lassen in 1961
visited his home country and England,
West Germany, Italy, Switzerland,
Austria and Norway to study the European
Common Market and the European Free
Trade Association.
Lassen was a resident of Saratoga for
more than 30 years and was a Marine
Corps veteran of World War I.
Lassen is survived by his wife,
Elizabeth; two daughters, Mrs. Alice
Daily of Moscow, Idaho, and Betsy Lassen
of New York; three grandchildren, and
two sisters and a brother in Denmark.
No services were held.

By Cinde Chorness
Although the Gay Student Union is
open to both men and women, gay women
can find an alternative to the predominatly
male organization in the Lesbian Feminist
Alliance LFA

The organization will also work with
the Gay Students Union on an upcoming
Gay Pride Day.
Miller emphasized the need for gay
men and women to work together in
fighting the anti-gay movement.

Coordinator Jacqua Miller, a 28-yearold graduate student, said the LFA is
primarily a "political force" involved in
educating the public about lesbianism.

"A lot of gay people think Anita
Bryant is the best thing that happened to
the gay community," Miller said. "She
forced us out of the closet and into political
action."

The LEA’s political activities are
. geared to the concept of "bottom -line
. politics," the idea that "no woman is free
until all women are free," Miller said.
"That means liberating the poor,
Third World, disabled, welfare lesbian
mother," Miller said.
A member of the Santa Clara Valley
Coalition for Human Rights, the LFA is
helping that organization and the Ad Hoc
Political Action Committee fund
. Massachusetts State Legislator Elaine
Noble’s Oct. 23 visit to San Jose. Noble is
the first openly gay person elected to
. public office.
The LFA will conduct an education
campaign against the Briggs initiative on
Dec. 2. The state initiative would prohibit
’the hiring and require the dismissal of any
.......probationary or permanent teacher,
aid, school administrator or
..,teacher’s
’counselor who has engaged in "private or
homosexual acts."

1969: The new College
Union building was finally
opened to students. The
game room area had been
open for a week, but the
rest had remained closed
for final inspections by the
builders.
1971: The Daily, in
conjunction with 14 other
college
papers
in
California, began running a
semi -regular
column,

FLY FOR FUN
Low Club PrIceS
Airplanes.ltentSTrainIng. 251.2614. CALL for Price LISt.
HEALTH food Sandwiches,
PROTEIN SMOOTHIES, Fresh
Carrot J Wu:. Fresh Chicken and
Potato Salad made daily.
FREDA’S Bet. 3rd and 4th on
San Salvo**.

AUTOMOBILE
REFERRAL
SERVICE. Let us help you sell
or find an 0410, Van, wagon or
light truck. Sellers, send us a
complete description of your
vehicle. Include up to ten at
tributes or accessories plus your
name, address, and phone
number. This introductory offer
for sellers is free until 10/17/77.
Buyers, you describe the vehicle
YOU seek, we find many that
match it. Write to us for details.
AUTO MASON PG. BOX 11724
Palo Alto, CA 94306.

JAPANESE TEAHOUSE is now
peen daily In the Kelley Pork
Friendship Gardens at 1300
hooter Road. near Keyes. Come
and spend a relaxed morning or
afternoon enjoying a Japanese
lunch. A quiet study area is
available There are more than
ICO oriental teas and 20 oourmet
coffees from which to choose.
The Teahouse Facilities which
include a seating capacity for
more than 200 are available for
group meetings at no charge.
The Kelley Park Gardens and
Teahouse will make a gorgeous
setting for a wedding and
reception Catering and Wed
ding Photography are available
at iow student rates Bride keeps
the Wedding Negatives and all
color prints. For complete
details, please call 795 2708 or
99119699

1974 Chevy Luv pickup and camper
in excellent condition. Most see
to appreciate 02400 or make
Offer Call K It 293 3829

0399
THE SJSU Art Department needs
male and female models to pose
nude or in costume. Models are
paid 4.00 per hour. For further
info contact Ceci Figueroa 777
2579 or in person In the art bldg
room 129A. Mon, Tee, Wed from
7:30104S).

F QR
FREE
Real
E
Consultation, contact Farzad
Emarni and Robert Taylor. STF
Enterprises. 1193 Muni Bascom,
Suite 13. Phone 21100515 or 621.
7671.

ADDRESSERS
WANTED
Immediately! Work at home no
experience necessary excellent
pay. Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Stoic 269,
Dallas. T. 75231,

But whle the LFA is fighting Anita
Bryant and Briggs, it is also fulfilling and
important need of its members - the need
to socialize and interact with other lesbian
women.

A
WRITE A RESUME NOW!
workbook designed for Students,
career
Anil
housewiveS
changers
56 45 postpaid CO
Functional Resumes. 1414
Miravalle Ave., Los Altos 94022

Sheri Colston, 24, a creative writing
junior, said the LFA helped her when she
was "coming out."

CALL TM CENTER Al’ 247 e963 70
GET SJS TM CLUB LETTER
FREE

"I needed to be around people I could
relate to - specifically lesbian women,"
she said.

PHOENIX
WORKSHOPS
Presenting lectures and
discussion groups in pare
human
com
psychology,
munications and psychic
awareness. 2720680.

"The LFA fulfills my political and
friendship needs. There are political activities I want to be involved in and it’s fun
to socialize," she said.

Reagan, but were screened
out by his staff. This was
denied by Reagan.
HERE

A DIFFERENCE

AM]
366
lit St. 294-3800
Thurs. and Fri.
Robert Redford

THE STING
PIUS!

HARRY AND
WALTER GO TO
NEW YORK

t oui,1 IONA/
GENII.
sANFAANCiSCO
433-1763
PALO ALTO

c7V-0,
MD.
rlAw

327-0E141

1800)221- 9840

PEANUTS’

IS
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS

CHI PI SIGMA MEXICAN DINNER
Oct 27th Thurs., 5:00 pm Cost
St 50 For tickets call 279 9397 567
So. 6th Street.
HEY ALL YOU lovely "Plant
Manias" and "Plant Papas"
consider yourselves very for.
tunate to be reeding these
words. Because I am going to
introduce you to a "health food"
which is going to bring happiness, happiness to ell your
"little preen children." They
will thank you forever by
throwing out their arms till you
will have to trim them back -to
keep them from taking over
your "pad." This "health food"
Is called Marsh’s VF -11. It’s the
plant food everyone is talking
about -and no wonder!!! Some
Hydroponic experts perfected
this "magic ’Woe" for all those
Poor plants trying to survive
under human conditions in
houses and apartments. Poor
things-they need all the help
they can oet. If you have
Creeping Charley you’re going
to be calling him your
"Galloping Chuck" after few
drinks of the magic "VF 11"
potent. And you’d better bolt
down your door if you want to
hang onto your Wandering
Jew!!! Your "little green
children" are going to get YerY
"high" on this stuff. They will be
so healthy in so short time
you’ll find a whole new ex
cittment in "Plant Paren
Mood." "VF 11" has been
known to have reincarnation
powers; so try If quickly on
some of. those plants you Mink
are deceased you’ll be shouting
HALLELUJAH’ as you watch
them come beck to life. Our
motto is DON’T LET YOUR
PLANTS GO TO H HEAVEN!’
USE -MARSH’S VF 11111 You
can purchase this great Plant

One
day
11.50

While enjoying our

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
WHICH INCLUDES:
-2 EGGS

DE MARCO’s PIZZA, Ham spun
thick pine. HELP WANTED.
Waiting on tabled and Pura
cook. Apply 01 31 N. San Pedro
St. 296 1737.
I WOULD like to find a female to live
with a man with voice defect.
And would help him. Call Brian
Hall at 3023011.
FEMALE NUDE MODEL wanted
for SJSU photo class. Wage plus
prints. Call David Kohler 226.
5174.
LIVEIN HOUSEKEEPER. Roan
and Board plus salary. LOS
Gatos Hills. Call 3532411 after 3
Pm

FOR SALE
:Nemoss%
BOOKS, LEVI’S SALE Hard cover
69. Levi’s 255, hand made
frame a 98
ENERGY
PYRAMID KIT cont 74k elec
gold pendant, and pyramid,
compass and booklet all for 995
We take items on con
only
s.gnment
11 am tO5 pm or
appointment
279 2735
THRIFT.
CRWFT
and
RECYCLE, 104W Santa Clara
St. San Jose
STUDENTS AND SENIOR
CITIZENS.
10 percent
DISCOUNT
on
recycled
Clothes,131shes,
Household
items,
Books,
Baskets,
Collectibles.
Good Stuff!
Angie’s Attic 333 S. Second St
San Jose Hrs. 9:30-630. Mon
Sat
TENNIS RACKET Davis Hi -point.
Excellent COnd . Site IL (4-1/21,
Includes wooden press. $20.00.
Leave message at 247-8059.
7’ by 4’ UNFINISHED WATERBED.
Frame, with padded side rills,
pedestal, liner, heater, the,’
with en
mostal. C
imitation leopard fur bedspread
wilts matching pillows. Asking
$110. Call Anne at 2971661.
OFFICES FOR RENT 316 St and
San Salvador Month to Month
oh Garden City Realty 314 3770
or rni 2000.
FOR SALE Men’s 4240 clothes
Like new Suit. jackets, pants,
shirts. Call 077272 or 241 7705
after 5p.m.
ICE

TRUCK -Fully
CREAM
equipped and ready 10 go Start
your own small business for only
01600.294.6727.

CALCULATORS. HP21. $65. HP25
$95. Call Jim at 733.2476.
SOLID 14k Gold and Sterling Silver
rings, earrings, pondaritli and
chains. Men’s and Women’s.
Start around 120. Call Floyd 292
6401.

Rates

WATCH COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Tern

days

lines
2.00
lines
2.00
2.50
.5 lines
2.50
3.00
3.00
IS lines
3.50
additional
line
add:
IEach
.50

275 E. San Fernando
Between 6th and 7th St.
Acroos from Dudley Hall
Open WEEKDAYS 6 a.m.-10 P.m. SATURDAYS 8 a.m.-4 p.m

-HASH BROWNS
-1 SLICE OF TOAST

Announreinenis
I..., S.11.

STEREO
DO YOU LOVE MUSIC AND
MONEY? Get HIGH Fiat very
Low prices! 20 to 50 per cent
DISCOUNTS on over 100 Major
brands of TVs, CBs, Radios,
Tapes. Auto Music eget,
Components. Compacts, and
accessories. I even have video
recorders, microwave ovens,
and refrigerators for your
dorm I I All new merchandise in
factory.sealed cartons w/full

tgisMailmensmiwigl

HOUSING
LARGE, BRIGHT furnished room in
large mellow home in Willow
Glen
Minutes from school
Mali or female
Kitchen
privileges / phone 0100 mu 297
3097
HOUSE FOR SALE Family home
for tale for first time in 55 years
3 tor. 2 bath. Imge kitchen. living
and dining rooms with extra
b &&&&&&& tAsedroom,
1.
basement, garage
Lots of
winnows for plants
Price
$49.000 Talk to your rich Aunt.
Please call 289 9035 for more
into. South lath St.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
nice 2 MOM apt to n’un from
SJSU. nr. 210 Call Mary 246 1836
!Own 11 and 12:30 or eves
SUPER I BOOM. Pam. apt. 11/2
blks. to SJSU. Clean and very
quiet. $155/mo. $56 S. 5th 201
6391.
VALLEY WEST APTS: SJSU Fe-m
1201 wants to share 2 berm, by
11/1 with same. MS plus half
0th/dep. Furnish own rrn and be
NEAT. CALL 246045501er 5:30,

ant’Be:ey.
try
ih.re’ca
to beat
?
lb
price!
7 Call
:pre"o
91144550, MF 49. wkends 10.7.
Ask for KEN.
SAVE THIS AD. Before you
purchase costly stereo equip.,
color TVs, etc ’check with us for
SUPER DISCOUNTS on 200
major brands We manufacture
a complete line of quality
Loudspeaker systems and
recording tape wholesale to the
public SOUNDS UNIQUE 991
2693 To Fr I 6, Sat 120

non
FEMALE,
STRAIGHT,
’molting roommate wanted, 20
25 to share I bedroom house 6
blocks from campus 5120 in
cludes utilities) CALL 295 4988
VACANCY: Single rooms. Kitchen;
Priv. Living rm.; Ma* students
1150 141051.5.J.

LOST IL FOUND
REWARD for return of gold
bracelet lost Mon Oct 3 Great
Sentonetal value 358 3012

FOREIGN STUDENTS We are
looking for female foreign
student to share 3 bdrm. home.
washer/dryer Meridian/Hills
dale. After 9 pm 769 3111

PERSONALS

VOLUNTEERS needed to work with
disturbed children. Peninsula
.ChIldran’s Center. 49 1-1200.
VOLUNTEERS needed: Work on
onerto-one boils with an
emotionally disturbed child
aged TO. Learn Behavior
Modification techniques, gain
valuable experience. Mornings
9 1,or afternoons 52:30-6:30. Coll
Zonta Children’s Center, 29535I1.
DISCOVER A fresh new you, with
Shaklee products Call "Bob"
tor your complimentary beauty
demonstration No obligation
366 1453 between 6 7 pm
DEBONAIR DATING SERVICE.
Fast, personal and selective.
Men and women of all apes are
welcome. Women for the first 30
days will be allowed in tree with
this ad. Unlimited in introductions. 259 7254.
WITNESSES Of accident on S. 71h
and San Fernando, 9 30019.,m.
involving Red VW. please call
223 0255.
ZIGGY: Yourre my favorite
Sweetleolel Love, Uncle B.

TYPING -CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION
Student
rates: 75 cents page and up
Term
papers resumes theses
senior projects reports letters,
etc. All work guaranteed IBM
Correcting Selectrics. Business
NORTH
accounts solicited
SECRETARIAL
VALLEY
SERVICE. SOO CMARCOT AVE.,
102. ORCHARD
SUITE
BUSINESS PARK, SAN JOSE
2634525 -KITTY CARTER.
INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing,
grammar, form. 9 a.m. 9 p.m.
Phone Margie RoeveS.9% 1343,
TYPING SERVICE. Quality work
Fast Reasonable rates South
San Jose. Ann Huston. 570 3891
DEAR STUDENTS- Your insurance
man on the campus can take
care of all your insurance
needs: AUTO, HOME. REN
TERS, FIRE. LIFE, and
HEALTH. Ilyou are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
your home. or my office Let’s
get together and give you better
coverage for nu money
CALL: A4ORY STAR. 253 3277 or
4463649.
TYPING SERVICES. FAST
RATES
REASONABLE
Regene
QUALITY WORK
Mannimg 297 6510
EFFICIENT.
TYPING FAST,
Term papers.
RELIABLE
reports, theses, letters.
resumes, etc Error free w/IBM
Call
Correcting Selectric
Barbara Morgan at 252 7068
SURROGATE PARENTS available
to care for your children in a
loving’ home situation for any
erner0MCy, for a day, over.
night. weekend or extended
Full 24 hour care
vacatien.
available, including taking Me
children to and from Melt: own

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
If you are a good Student you
may qualify for a 75 percent
discount on your auto ,nsurance
We also offer excellent rates for
homeowners and renters in
surance Appointments at time
and place convenient to you
Calf Bruce Lott at 341 4750
TYPING Thesis, term papers. etc .
experienced and last Phone 269
1674
EXP. TYPIST in Campbell
Turabian will type for you IBM
Select. Correct II. Nan 267
3119.
SHIATSU MASSAGE- Japanese
finger pressure massage
Contact Herb Cohen, 2468413
ALPHA PHI .0/6-1-iGA invites all
interested SJSU students to
come out and see who we are
and what we do. This weekend.
Oct. 1516, we are sponsoring a
service activity to restore the
picnic tables near the 13E10 Pits
On 7111 St. In addition. we are
providing a free BOO cnIckon
lunch for those attending the
event. We will get underway at 9
am. Be there! ALOHA

TRAVEL
PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
52 off w,ad for 2
SPECIAL
color or 4 B and W photos.
Regular price 57 50
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 293 7000 20
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ
(between 151 and 2nd Streets).
CHARTER FLIGHTS ...Paris...
London... Shannon.. Milan...
Frankfort..,
Amsterdam...
Rome...
Brussels..
Israel...
Lisbon. NOM Kong Mellco.
Philippines
Chicago.
New
York .. Hawaii .. Travel see
Eurtill
vices available.
Pass. Britrail
Pass In
ternational Student Identity
card issuance Youth Hostel
cards.. Overseas Job Placement
(Students Only!) . Tour In
formation (Budget) .Studenis
Flights
Intraeuropean
Trains...Camping tours In
Europe. ..Student Flights to
Asia. Africa. Australia /Middle
East from Europe. .Travelers
I Publicatio
Insurance...
ns...Car Loosing and Poe
chasing. Student Tours to
frOrn
Israel
/
USSR
Europe ...Contact Rol B Davis
at TRIP/ TRAVEL PLANNING
CO. (Formerly Campus Travel
Advisors), 305 S. 10th St at
William St., San Jose, CA 95112.
14011 212 1613. Mon. Fri 9 am 5
pm.
FLIGHTS.
CHARTER
Oakland
London from $321
round trip Also to Dusseldorf on
new Tristar Jumbo from 5389
New programs available now up
to API, i .71 Also low cost flights
from London to most maw
BRITISH
cities in Europe
EUROPEAN TRAVEL, 937
Aye.
San Jose 95179
Saratoga
PHONE 4465252.
RIDE NEEDED to SJSU from
Midtown Palo Alto MWF few 810
Class 493 2842

HAPPY B’ DAY GWEN "LITTLE
B RICK -HOUSESTRINGER
F ROM Tina ad Kurt.

SPEND THOSE
EXTRA DOLLARS
On Personals in
The Spartan Daily
Classifieds

90132: Haven’t I hoard that name
somewhere before? The Lone
Haranguer
EDWARD DEBARTOLO JR What
do you want frorn daddy next X
mos? The Lone Haranguer
HAPPY IS THAT PEOPLE Whose
God is the Lord Intervarsib
Christian Fellowship Thurs
eves. 7 pm 10th and San Carlos
Campus Christian Center.

2 lines 1 day 75c
2 lines 2 days $1.00

FOOT
REFLEXOLOGY
The
theraputic foot massage to
relieve tensions, improve cif
c Wien, normalize all body
functions Private treatments
by Holly Lynn on Wed and Fri.
(about 1 hr I 0300 Leave your
name and phone number on My
clip hoard in the Peer Drop in
Center. SU Diablo room Next
Reflex0109.4 class Nov II and
12, Friday eve 79. Saturday
morn 911 Class at 1540 Los
Padres near El Camino Real,
Sate Clara

JC 208
Between 9 am - 3 pm
non-commercial ads only
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TYPING, FAST AND ACCURATE
Got a deadline, We can meet it
for you Revisions, Fast and
cheap on our automatic
equipment
And we do
4We/ening, loot Call Heather
247 0593 anytime.

JAFRA
SKIN CARE Have -a
complimentary facial and
consultation. Call Louis* 923
5540 aftrns and eves

SERVICES

THE SJSU GAY STUDENT
UNION meets every Thurs. at 8
p.m. in the Almaden Room of
the Student Union. G S. U. is an
informal club striving to meet
the needs of the gay community
On Campus and off. You will find
that oui meetings are always
friendly and informative
Meetings are half structured,
half informal, and are attended
by about 50 people. Be your
whole self attend!
9.29:
Speakers from the Lesbian.
Femnist Alliance. lob. Danced
Disco dance. Call 298 GAYS for
Info. 10-13: Rap groups, "Are we
our own worst enemies?" 1020:
Speaker from Metropolitan
Community Church - a Christian
Church with a predominantly
gey congregation. 1021: Potluck
dinner off campus. Call 298
GAYS for into

school Full lac .1.1.es elvd,leIbil
to care for tiny .nlants too
E niOy a 2nd honeymoon without
your children. knowing they will
be safely cared for Low rates
Discount for more than onv
child For further details call
999 9699 days or 2S/ 8433
evenings

Print Your Ad Here:

Each
add, tional
day

Minimum Three Lines One!)..
Semester rate (all issues)325.00
ChecI a Classification

Cooked the way you like it

BOLEX $16 EOM electric 16 rnm
prof
movie
camrea,
w/waterproOt case $995 997
0235

HELP WANTED- .
MARRIED COUPLES Do you
enioy Children and need extra
runny, Surrogate Parents, 493

The LFA is three years old and has a
membership of about 100, but Miller said
there is no official count as yet.
The organization meets every Sunday
at 6 p.m. in the SJSU Women’s Center, 177
S. 10th St.

"Dear Ronnie." Students
submitted questions to
Gov. Reagan through a
college paper, and the
queries answered were run
in the papers. The next
week, Time magazine
discredited the column as
being "ghost written," and
that some of the tougher
questions never got to

So .

VW PORSCHE SERVICE All work
guaranteed. Tune ups from 524
including parts Also instruction
in tuning and appraisal service
for prospective buyers. Free
IsOuSe calls in central S.J. Phone
Dan 356 474 eves.
_ .
WHEELS FOR SALE? Incredible
offer to SJSU students Photo
add for only 57 50 runs until you
sell lines I wks) Call Auto View
"Me vehicle shOOPM13 Ovid.
For details call 247.7469

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
now! Infornration available at
BHA 5 office or phone 3714811.

V
100AMAt I I5v Work Bench Welder
used only Deice Like new.
Originally 5113 Will sell $75.
Solidox Welding Torch with
carrier Excellent cold SIB.
Chris 9337104

BAILEY WET SUIT. Bring nem
full length, perfect condition.
Call Brett at 298-6936.

AUTOMOTIVE

ASPEN, COLORADO 1910 The Ski
Club will fly to Aspen Jan. 14.21.
The 2nd meeting of this year will
be held Thurs. Oct. 13. 7:30 pm
in Old Science Room 112. All the
details of the Aspen trip will be
given. A film from Aspen Ski
Corp. will be shown, and it will
be your last opportunity to loin
in order to fly to Aspen Skyline
Sports will give a fashion show
featuring this year’s new
fashions. Coming up is the Ski
Club’s annual Costume Ball.
Oct. 20 at Briner Hall in Camp
bell. For morLinfo. call Joe or
Bob at 2611-2529!GO FOR III

FLASHBACK
On this date in:
1966: The CIA came to
SJS. But only for job interviews with majors in
physical science, earth and
.life sciences, mechanical
and electrical engineering,
math, foreign language
and accounting.

GRAND
OPENING
Christenson’s
Imports,
2
Anatolia tops for the price of
one, A specialty import shop for
men and women Casual and
exotic clothing. iewelry and
unusual artifacts from 7 Oa
terent countries Priced with the
student’s budget in Mind Come
in and browse Open 5 days
week. Monday thru Friday, 10 to
6, 1186 Lincoln Avenue, San
Jose 297 8424. Open Weekends.

"He helped me immeasurably to learn
about economics. He taught economics in
its humanistic concept.

Lesbian Alliance
a ’political force’
:

food at Alpha Beta. Ralph’s.
F rys. &entre, Luck y’S, Payless,
L ongs, Brentw000. Save On,
Orchard Supply. Woolworths,
and many garden shOps in your
area For RiCatiOns clOSest to
yOu. call 356 4166

No refunds on cancelled ads
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SPECIAL GROUP DISCOUNT PRICES FOR SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

(Not Open to the General Public)

BATTERIES

AiillOrair

,r0d, S,’

CAPITOL MAINTENANCE FREE
The ail nen 1011calvton mt.ntenanee free Bat
t.ry A Is gh amp:lu capac ti Batter for long
etwailataft SenrCe reatormg a 72 month war
oath from tate of purchase
Awm2_14e.

lame

"
90
9S
90

42.11

rlifF227
r 1141F24 MF24F
10F27 MF27F
1_119,74Soleetount

PRESENT YOUR STUDENT OR FACULTY
I.D. CARD TO MAKE PURCHASES.
r- SHOCKS
Eash
an, d

rres -ade
Het tn,r4
f
.h,11
. ni cis 48 free ref/
- Itt
time ’Ste

BELTED TIRES
32 000 MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
& 2 I.bergiass bells
’
.
id hazard, noismanship and materials
Life*
112111,F E T
Price
5,1e
1 73
2369
’-4711-13
I 62
7560
* 071913
201
25
90
C76-13
20
26 12
C76 14
2 26
26 67
E76-14
242
2779
, F78.14
2 58
2897
078-14
250
31 54
.147914
26$
,078-r5
29 77
2 BB
31.87
147915
3 11
34.64
b__.701S

CAPITOL STANDARD

I,

36.Montn Warrams_q_
70
6-Voti
1
so
141. G.Volt

22 90
25 91).
2400
20.90
2010
296d
25.9e
29.911
3401
20.44 ,
n.411

0.acnotl S stun prs d ng
Vista, area for ,ebour7 control as compared

A ’est starting dependable service batter, ’
00 md off the ’sad action, Bust for pe’
’niece minded ceciists be the twrld’s raw
battery manufacturer TULL 30 DAY WARRAN ’r
see ruarranty sect on,
’

s ; ’APT
5
II 00: (Acid
*
7
16.50 79F8
12 : wee; lot
j. 14 _

7

feature;
3 8" t ore 90% large sorking area !hr.’
"
33% larger than 041 Heavy Lou
resistance to rebound, delryer-sz
stabrlity better handling lor
oithout sacrificing crrefort SUDL’
’
yerniuM drudszt ’
4 ter S3210
Se 54 sad

CAPITOL LEVEL LIFTS

COMPACT

0444i0:1‘,‘:::4116

70.000 MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Stackwail A dependable t e at a re, .
War tree Lifetime road hazard. 11117,-’
Ship and materiais warrantres
Pees
Size
F E T
1.72
4711-13
17.1111
_ C78-14
2.01
,
2016
2.23
21.114
E75-14
22.24
2.37
F78-14
2 53
871214
*,* G711-16
2 59
-23.69

n

4-PLY POLYESTER

CAPITOL AIR SHOCKS

RAISED WHITE
LETTERS

Teuton
Creeln F E T.
52 90 * 4 ir
s ell

,

LIMOUSINE AMBULANCE

Ill traction and
’
c sed white letters
C pertspranse hok lifettfte road SW,
iimanship and materials warranties

70 SERIES

CAPITOL STRUT CARTRIDGES

Sore
’4,70-13
., E70.14
F70. it
: 071414
, 070-15

gelled
28 64
33 76
34 97
36 69
37 73

F E.T.
196 2 47 261 27$ *
204 _,-

SUPER WIDE 60

VINI VOW
11111011
MAIMOWONAMIWRsamtAmtmcAm
SINIMMIT PAY MUNI

tubeess N3[14E3113 and air tewaris Lifetime
road hazard. soremanshtp and materials war
rant es
F.E.T.
Price
She
$00-12
15.90
t
1.34 ,
16.10
1.34
- 520-13
0.52
116.90
- 560-13
160
17.90
1100-13
-P155/1103-13
111.90
1 58
560-14
17.90
193
- 560-15
.
600-15
Add 52 00 for *dowel’s

itframmiltip
4-PLY POLYESTER

35.1111-MILE TREAOWEAR WARRANTY
s .este. bort. O’res Plus 101 1 t .
i=! me road hazard woriirnansn C 300
44rrant’es
CCI
Price
5,1e
25 97
470413
2 47
31 26
.
E70-14
260
32 40
F70-14
218
3494
070-14
2 64 .
35 96
070-15
36 10
H70 15
3 05_,

Vie buil es Far
Tubeless 03 sed

Great 1.yr tru:as.
5,.
P7Peic. p.17.
H75-15 einem
e 47II
3.70
N7015 Mod I Sow (Bravo;S 1 49.90
3.70

major reasons why group members can buy lop -quality
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prOduCts, yet save money

WE OPERATE AT A VERY LOW OVERHEAD

-

30000 -MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
s Ode
^
iC material,
re ’ an! e,
Pyle*
Sin
FIT.
t 471-13
__1 74 .
2149
t 878-13
1
i 84
22.93
, C711.13
,
1 98
23.19
_87014.
23.90
1 90
C73-14
24.77 _t_11- 2 Cl
E78-14
2E69
_,__ 225
-TF78-14
2696
’ 0 111-14
2751
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.__1475.14
29 24
2.71
_ C76.15
15 63
2 06
F71-15
27 42
- 0 75-15
25 29
259
2 4
.- H73-15
29 97
.
2_60_
.176-15
.
31 37
.3.00
iilt.70,11, -15
_i_
32 19
t
tee
.2 ply, 4 ply rated

stone Goodyear etc . however they are manufactured
right along with the nationally advertised brands and we

NOT ADVERTISE. If we did and if we used a

large sales force and maintained expensive stores in
high -cost locations, that would be the end of our profit
There vvouldn’t be any way for us to offer the prices we

WIDE
175/70144-13 1
178/70111-13 ,
185/70114-13 ,
195/7095-11 t

2P;icin
30.84

with such nationally advertised brand names as Fire-

price to the

Traci.*
Sore
Ply Devon .F ET,
342,_
I
40 70
-G711-15
6
41 74
363__
0173.15
400,
1382
1175-15
173-16(11)
1 411 97 L 4 01-*ITube Typef

CAMPER -DUPLEX TYPE
Nylon Cord. Tubeless

1.21_,

Si..us ,yyceszn;ir
800-16.5
-875-16.5
*950-14.5
10.16
10-16.5
12-16 5
17.165

NI%

,
,
,
,
1

, 43.92
4960
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i 7091
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Mad
ra1:77.,4i2i;.1
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, 3.45
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35$..
5487 , 4.1E_
. 397
4.45
57 93 . 462
. 4 27 . 59 74 , 4.45
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62 20
4 5111
,S67
71 94 , 5 95 ,
, 6.011 , 73 97

COMMERCIAL
HIGHWAY TRUCK
Nylon Cord -Tube Type

Made for Capitol br the Other Cuss" Site
time road hazard, orkmanshrp and materials
*wanton
Pero.
FIT.
Sao
151160-13 1 48.84
1
2.51
2.118
(R60-14
55.42
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:r-* 00 --3:21 9976
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111160-15
E40
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5,.e
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50 17

USE YOUR CAPITOL MEMBERSHIP CARD TO MAKE PURCHASES.
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MOUNTING BALANCING AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
CASH AND CARRY PRICES
FINANCING AVAILABLE
Because of fluctuating manufacturers costs OUR PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
(No Trade in Reguiredl

LIMITED TIRE WARRANTY
Thole apparels WI4TI66111111. WORM 51 OE EIMER
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added to the consumers price burden
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for example, are not labeled

THIS IS NOT A " LIMI TED - TIME " SALE. IT IS CAPITOL’S CONTINUOUS PROGRAM.
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WIDE LOOK /0 SERIES STEEL
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Small but reasonable margin of profit when we sell to
members at special sales warehouse prices

COMPACT STEEL
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employees cannot sell you merChandiSe unless you present
acceptable group member identification
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Your Capitol Membership Card is honored at all Capitol
warehouses It is your ticket to take advantage of all the things
we have to offer 11 is most important however that you carry
your card whenever you visit one of our warehouses Our

of the same quality and produced to the same specthcathe Littimate
flans The reason for this is simply once

COMPACT FABRIC RADIALS

78 SERIES STEEL

WE ARE NOT OPEN TO THE GENERAL
PUBLIC UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES

BUY IN HUGE VOLUME. Therefore we are important customers to major manufacturers and command
their best prices This factor allows us to still realize a

WE
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LEVEL.

In other words, we keep our operating costs at a
minimum, much like a wholesaler Your group members
buy directly from us and earn extra dollar savings

’ESNs.

78 SERIES STEEL
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WIDE TREAD 70 SERIES,
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CAPITOL "SUPER SHOCK"
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R.V. TIRES ON
& OFF THE ROAD

OVER 2.7 -MILLION TIRES SOLD

premium tires.

18 SERIES, 4+2, WHITEWALLS

4 for 525 50

15 80 each

r

CAPITOL
MOTORCYCLE BATTERIES
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12160401
.1211748
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CAPITOL HEAVY DUTY

The Capitol Sales Warehouse Group Purchase Plan is
Successful because it is basically simple There are four

ALL TIRES SHOWN IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT ARE PREMIUM’ AND FIRST LINE QUALITY ONLY.
ABSOLUTELY NO SECONDS, BLEMS, USED TIRES, RETREADS, OR RECAPS ARE SOLD. ALL
TIRES IN THE CAPITOL WAREHOUSES ARE FROM FACTORIES OF THE BEST KNOWN AND MOST
RESPECTED MANUFACTURERS IN THE INDUSTRY AND ARE MANUFACTURED UNDER THE MOST
RIGID QUALITY CONTROLS. SEE U.S. GOVT. REQUIRED CODING SYSTEM AND TIRE GUIDE
REFERENCE BOOK AT YOUR CAPITOL WAREHOUSE. ASK TO SEE THE MAKER’S IDENTIFING
CODE MARK ON THE TIRE. *Premium is our designation. No industry -wide standards exist for

78 SERIES, 2--2, WHITEWALLS

_
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(CAPITOL

HOW CAN CAPITOL OFFER
WHAT IT DOES

TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSES, INC
For Group Members Only’
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America’s Original and Largest Group Discount Tire Program
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AVAILABLE
CASH AND CARRY PRICES
FINANCING AVAILABLE . MOUNTING BALANCING AND INSTALLATION
WITHOUT NOTICE
!No Trade in ReguiYed)
Because of fluctuating manufacturers costs OUR PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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MOUNTING BALANCING AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
CASH AND CARRY PRICES . FINANCING AVAILABLE
Because of fluctuating manufacturers costs OUR PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
(No Trade in Reguiredl

